
DEAL SNAPSHOT

OAKLINS FOUND THE BEST PARTNER TO EXPAND 
THE BUSINESS

Oaklins’ team in Cleveland acted as the exclusive financial advisor 
to the shareholders of HB Chemical and its affiliates in this 
transaction. They structured a process targeted at domestic and 
international strategic buyers and financial sponsors with prior 
chemical distribution experience. Oaklins’ team in Belgium handled 
the initial outreach to Ravago.

HB Chemical Inc., one of North America’s largest independent 
distributors of specialty chemicals focused on the rubber market, 
has been acquired by Ravago Group. Through this sale, HB 
Chemical and its affiliates have provided liquidity to their owners 
and gained a partner with significant experience and resources in 
the specialty chemicals industry.   

Headquartered in Twinsburg, Ohio, HB Chemical offers its 
customers a comprehensive inventory of rubber chemicals 
from leading manufacturers around the world, and maintains an 
extensive network of more than 50 stocking locations across 
the United States and Mexico to quickly and effectively serve 
its customers. HB Chemical will operate as a unit within Ravago 
Americas and will remain under the leadership of CEO Jeff Rand.

Headquartered in Luxembourg, Ravago Group is a global leader in 
the distribution, resale, compounding and recycling of plastic and 
elastomeric raw materials. This acquisition will establish a North 
American foothold in rubber chemical distribution for Ravago. 

“We appreciate the work of 
the team in Cleveland and 

their tenacious commitment 
to advising HB Chemical and 
its affiliates throughout this 

important process. Ravago is 
the ideal partner to help our 

business take the next step in 
its history.”

JEFF RAND  
CEO  

HB CHEMICAL INC., USA

Setting US chemical distributor 
apart from its competitors 
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M&A VALUATION ASPECTS

Recent valuations of chemical distributors are 
showing a very broad range of transaction 
multiples primarily driven by size and industry 
focus. 

The industry as a whole is growing at a mid 
single-digit rate, but higher growth rates are 
achievable when focused on specific niches. 

Companies offering unique market positions 
and value-added services have been valued 
at high single-digit to low double-digit EBITDA 
multiples recently.
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OAKLINS HAS CLOSED 167 DEALS IN 
INDUSTRIAL MACHINERY & COMPONENTS 

Oaklins is the world’s most experienced mid-market M&A advisor, with 800 
professionals globally and dedicated industry teams in 40 countries worldwide. 

We have closed over 1,500 transactions in the past five years.

MARKET TRENDS & DEAL DRIVERS

The North American specialty chemicals market is valued 
at more than US$150 billion and is seeing increasing 
consolidation. The CASE (coastings, adhesives, sealents 
and elastomers) market comprises one of the largest 
segments of the broader chemical market and has seen 
a number of consolidators emerge over the past few 
years. Recent deals, such as the acquisition of Nexeo 
Solutions by Univar, J. Tech Sales, LLC by Maroon Group 
and Chemroy Canada Holdings, Inc. by Azelis Holding SA, 
have set the pace of the market.

Growth in specialty chemicals is driven by new product 
development and increasing customer demand.

HB Chemical focuses exclusively on serving elastomeric 
(rubber) customers and has established itself as an expert 
in that niche.

“We ran a highly strategic process on a global basis that highlighted how HB Chemical is truly a leader in the 
distribution of rubber chemicals. The company proved to be very attractive for strategic buyers who wanted a  

market leadership position in this niche of the CASE market.”

KEVIN MAYER 
MANAGING DIRECTOR

OAKLINS, CLEVELAND, USA

OUR INDUSTRY SPECIALIST

Kevin has extensive experience in investment banking 
and financial advisory. He leads the chemicals 
M&A team in Cleveland and has closed numerous 
transactions in the industry. Recent engagements 
include the sale of InterWrap to Owens Corning.

Managing Director
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